Introduction
Data-intensive statistical analysis, colloquially known as 'Big Data,' has seen increasing use in genomics and bioinformatics since the arrival of high-throughput sequencing (O'Driscoll et al., 2013) . New technologies for accelerating data-intensive computation have been developed to speed up the analysis of large sequencing datasets (McKenna et al., 2010; Nordberg et al., 2013) . Other areas of biology generating large numerical datasets from simulations or experiments have not adopted these new technologies as quickly (Ekanayake et al., 2008; Nothaft et al., 2015) .
The primary advance associated with data-intensive computing is to reverse the conventional high-performance computing model, where data are distributed to the nodes of a cluster from highperformance dedicated storage. Instead, data are partitioned among the individual nodes and calculations are scheduled so as to be performed on the node where the requisite data are stored. Such a dataparallel approach can provide high performance using commodity hardware.
Hadoop is an open source implementation of a distributed filesystem (HDFS) and the MapReduce data-parallel programming model (Dean and Ghemawat, 2004) .
MapReduce, though powerful, has limitations. Most notably, since intermediate results are not cached, MapReduce is not efficient at executing algorithms that require multiple iterations through the data. Recently, more general-purpose data-parallel programming models have been introduced, including Spark (Zaharia et al., 2012) . Spark introduced the concept of a resilient distributed dataset (RDD), a collection of data that can be operated on in parallel. RDDs can be cached to store intermediate results in distributed memory for iterative processing.
We have developed a new framework, called Biospark, for storing and analyzing large binary numerical datasets using Hadoop and Spark. Biospark is comprised of a set of Java, C þþ and Python libraries that support writing scripts for analyzing large numerical datasets. The project also includes reference implementations of a number of analyses that are commonly used by computational biologists. In order to achieve maximum performance, data residing in any block should be accessible without the need to read an index or other data structure. Traditionally, Hadoop was designed to process text files where records are separated by a special character, such as a newline. This approach is problematic for binary numerical data, since any given character may appear in the data stream. Hadoop file formats for storing binary data have been defined, but are often specific to one application domain, e.g. (Niemenmaa et al., 2012) . Additionally, it is desirable to store metadata alongside the numerical data. To address these issues we have defined the SFile file format. An SFile is composed of a series of sequential records, where each record starts with a 16-byte record separator followed by the record name, the record type and the binary data, as shown in Supplementary Figure  S1 . A comparison of the SFile format with other Hadoopcompatible binary file formats is given in the SI.
Multidimensional array storage
The unit of storage in scientific computing is often a multidimensional array containing numerical data. To make storing and retrieving such data as easy as possible within SFiles, we have defined serialization formats for a multidimensional array, called an NDArray, using the Protocol Buffers and Avro languages (see Supplementary Figs. S3 and S4 ). The serialized message stores all needed metadata, including the array shape and data type, and also specifies whether the array is stored in one of a variety of compressed formats. Compression of numerical data can be especially useful for sparse arrays.
Parallel analysis algorithms
To showcase the capabilities of the Biospark framework, here we present parallel analyses of three different computational biology datasets: kinetic Monte Carlo simulation data, molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories and cellular time-lapse microscopy images. Each of these application domains can generate large datasets that are often challenging to store and analyze. We tested six different analyses on these datasets. Four algorithms were MapReduce-like and two were iterative, details are given in the SI. 
Performance
To test the performance of Hadoop, Spark and Biospark on the analyses described above, we performed scaling tests using the MARCC Bluecrab cluster. Each node had 24 CPU cores, 128 GB RAM and 1 hard disk drive (HDD). Unlike statistical inference methods, not all computational biology analyses are limited by data I/O. Therefore, we first tested CPU/HDD ratios to determine the optimal value for each of the analyses, see SI. Figure 1 shows the scaling results. All of the MapReduce-like algorithms scaled well, with a slight drop at 128 nodes. The read, PDF and RMSD operations became essentially I/O-bound at 2, 3 and 8 cores per HDD, respectively. Image alignment was compute-bound when using all 24 cores. The sustained throughput for the I/Obound applications was $6 to 8 GB/s when using 128 HDDs, analyzing 1 TB of data in $2 min.
The iterative algorithms can take advantage of the total memory of the cluster for storing intermediate results to process large datasets in a reasonable amount of time. Here, we calculated a 12 000 Â 12 000 pairwise RMSD matrix and segmented 640 cell boundaries. The iterative algorithms scaled with a parallel efficiency of $0.5 at 32 nodes, see SI.
Biospark analyses can also be run using Spark backed by a traditional distributed filesystem. As can be seen in Figure 1 , Lustre and HDFS provide similar performance under the test conditions (see SI for details).
Conclusion
Deployment of a Hadoop cluster can be a cost-effective and highperformance way to store and analyze biological data. The Biospark framework will help enable data-parallel analysis in computational biology research. The framework provides abstractions for parallel analysis of standard data types, including multidimensional arrays and images. It also provides APIs and file conversion tools to assist in parallel analysis of some common datasets, including Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations and time-lapse microscopy. To assist users in learning how to take advantage of these new 
